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SUSPA at Interzum 2019: 

Flexible modular system for sit/stand work places 

At the Interzum 2019 from 21st until 24th May in Cologne, SUSPA will present a flexible 

modular system for sit/stand work places, with which you can design different office 

table solutions. Thus, the company from Altdorf emphasizes significance of flexibility 

and ergonomics for the modern working environment. 

Today’s working environment features dynamic processes, flexible working models 

and continuous changes. With the office solutions from SUSPA, where flexibility and 

ergonomics play an important role, our systems integrate into this environment 

easily. At this year’s Interzum at the SUSPA booth G010-H011, hall 5.2 the visitor can 

get a good insight in the variation possibilities of the SUSPA sit/stand work places. 

From the flexible modular components range, four different table underframes can 

be built according to space and individual needs: FixFrame, VariFrame, TeamFrame 

and BigFrame. 

FixFrame as well as VariFrame are available for desk tops sized 1,200 to 2,000 mm. 

The FixFrame consists of a fixed traverse, whereas the VariFrame can be adapted 

individually thanks to telescopic traverses. A real space saver is the TeamFrame for 

dual working places. The two table underframes are combined with two bridge 

elements while the resting table tops stay independent from each other and thus 

can be driven separately. Moreover, it is possible to link two or more TeamFrames 



 
 

together. A solution for a big work place with as much surface as possible is the 

table underframe BigFrame as 3-leg-solution. 

 

The future office: On its way to the Smart Office 

All table underframes can be equipped with “smart office”, which enables a 

connection between working place and smartphone. With an app you can for 

example change and save height adjustments. Especially “smart” is another function: 

the app evaluates the user’s sitting and standing phases and can remind them after 

long sitting phases to stand up and move, similar to the established Smart and 

fitness watches. Moreover, a new battery powered solution enables even more 

flexibility in design and use of the tables. 

 

More ergonomics by height adjustment systems 

Beside the new modular system, at the Interzum, SUSPA will also present the 

proven ELS3 lifting columns for height adjustment for the office and the booth itself 

will also be centered entirely on ergonomics. The kitchen isle will be height 

adjustable as well as the buffet tables which are equipped with the lifting columns 

VariStand or VariBase. 

 

Another main stay of SUSPA are gas springs used for the furniture industry. For 

example, they enable effortless opening and damped closing of furniture flaps or 

for an easy adjustment of relax chairs from sitting to lying position. Beside the 

adjustment systems you can also see gas springs in different variations at the booth. 
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SUSPA is exhibitor at the Interzum in Cologne from 21st until 24th May 2019, hall 

5.2, booth G010-H011 

SUSPA is looking forward to your visit! 
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Picture 1: Modular system for different table underframes. picture: © Suspa GmbH 

 

 
Picture 2: TeamFrame for dual working places. picture: © Suspa GmbH 

 
Picture 3: VariFrame with telescopic traverses. picture: © Suspa GmbH 

 

 

  



 
 

 

 
Picture 4: ELS3 columns. picture: © Suspa GmbH 

 

 

 


